InGene: Finding influential genes from embeddings of nonlinear dimension reduction techniques
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Abstract

We introduce InGene, the first of its kind, fast and scalable non-linear, unsupervised method for analyzing single-cell RNA sequencing data (scRNA-seq). While non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques such as tSNE and UMAP are effective at visualizing cellular sub-populations in low-dimensional space, they do not identify the specific genes that influence the transformation. InGene addresses this issue by assigning an importance score to each expressed gene based on its contribution to the construction of the low-dimensional map. InGene can provide insight into the cellular heterogeneity of scRNA-seq data and accurately identify genes associated with cell-type populations or diseases, as demonstrated in our analysis of scRNA-seq datasets.
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1. Introduction

Dimensionality reduction is often used to visualize high dimensional and complex data. The ability to represent multi-dimensional samples on a two-dimensional scatterplot lends a multitude of benefits. It helps us investigate the patterns of similarity between individual samples and can also aid in discovering rare entities (1). When the dimensionality reduction technique is linear in nature, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), we can also decipher which features contribute to the variability of the data and thus hold higher importance. Interpreting feature importance is essential for understanding the data, model analysis and improvement. When it comes to biological research, it is exceptionally crucial that one can analyze and interpret both samples and their features (genes/proteins).

The rapid progress in next-generation sequencing (NGS) in recent years has provided many valuable insights into complex biological systems. In addition to revealing an incredible amount of information about fundamental biology and disease, high-throughput sequencing technologies are becoming increasingly versatile. They are applied to various clinical problems, ranging from cancer genomics to diverse microbial communities. NGS-based technologies for genomics, transcriptomics, and epigenomics are now increasingly focused on the characterization of individual cells. Several studies have shown that genomic alterations are more heterogeneous at the single-cell level than at the bulk level (2).

The usual number of cells analyzed in a single-cell study ranges between a few hundred to several thousand (3). Dimension reduction techniques are routinely used to facilitate downstream analyses and visualization of such high dimensional datasets. Such methods replace several thousands of genes with a small number of latent variables while preserving important patterns in datasets. In the field of single-cell transcriptomics, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (4), t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) (5) and Uniform Manifold Approximation Projection (UMAP) (6) are used the most (7; 8). t-SNE and UMAP both claim to position similar cells closer together. Becht et al. (9) argued that UMAP is preferable to t-SNE because it better preserves the global structure of the data and is more consistent across runs. That being said, both tSNE and UMAP are immensely popular tools today for data visualization.

PCA uses a linear transformation to project individual cells into a latent space while maximizing the variance of the projections. On the contrary, t-SNE and UMAP identify hidden structures in data, exposing natural clusters and
non-linear variations along the dimensions (5). Following dimension reduction, an obvious question to ask is, "What are the key genes?". For PCA, often genes with the highest loadings in the first few principal components are considered to be the most influential (10; 7). t-SNE and UMAP are non-linear dimension reduction techniques that can identify hidden data structures and expose natural clusters and non-linear variations along the dimensions. These techniques are often used to visualize high-dimensional data, but they do not have an equivalent technique to identify the most influential genes as PCA does with loadings. We propose InGene, a machine learning based tool for identifying genes that best explain non-linear transformations for single-cell transcriptome data.

2. Results

2.1. Overview of InGene

Popular feature selection techniques to detect highly variable genes are generally dispersion based methods such as - Coefficient of variation (CV) (11), Fano Factor (12) and Gini Coefficient or Gini Index (13). They are all univariate and are calculated using the mean and standard deviation of the features. The drawback of rank ordering genes using these techniques are quite a few. Using a variance based method means that low level expression and low variability features will be under-sampled due to their low variability values. In addition, genes with higher expressions and variability values have a higher probability of showing up. Also, such methods do not capture the relative difference in expression values. For example, genes with high expressions and low variability in cells may not appear believable since their relative difference in expression value will be close to zero compared to low expression and high variability cells. Please note that dispersion-based measures of heterogeneity are often overemphasized, which can result in the selection of marker genes that are actually weakly associated with the true sub-population.

To overcome this, we believe that the cellular arrangement of the sub-population should be considered while determining essential marker genes. Thus, InGene is designed to utilize the structure of the sub-population during the selection of marker genes.

Dispersion based methods also do not do a good job of conveying the inherent relationships between the variance in transcript levels between cells and the variables believed to be essential for separating cell types. The methods can not fully utilize the biological knowledge of the data structure, such as co-expression or similarity structure. Therefore, methods that focus on highly variable genes based on the scores given by dispersion methods can be inadequate. To circumvent the above issues, we skipped selecting only the highly variable genes and instead chose to retain all the genes that are expressed post gene filtering in InGene.

Another popular technique to rank order genes is Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (14). PCA is a dimension reduction method of transforming high dimensional data into low dimensional space. PCA provides an informative basis for attribute ranking or exploring the correlation between the genes. Though it circumvents some of the drawbacks of dispersion based methods, PCA is not very efficient when it comes to preserving local structures. Being a linear method, it also fails to perform adequately for more heterogeneous datasets.

Non-linear dimensionality reduction methods, such as t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) (5) and uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) (6) are used to construct an embedding of the data that preserves pairwise distances across the projected low-dimensional space. These methods are designed for the embedding of high dimensional data into some of its low dimensional projections. They can be used to obtain low dimensional representations of a set of data that preserve the relationships among high-dimensional projections such as pairwise spatial distribution. Though much more potent in retaining the structure of the data in low dimensional space when compared to PCA and dispersion methods, non-linear dimensionality reduction methods have remained only as a mere visualization tool. Due to their non-linear nature, one is unable to decode which genes carry a heavier weightage (importance) in the construction of the lower dimensional embeddings. Thus these techniques remain underutilized when it comes to analysis. While visual interpretation does help one decipher the patterns in a dataset, it is pertinent to decode the key features influencing those patterns, especially when dealing with biological and clinical datasets.

Figure 1 describes how InGene extracts the features that best explain the cellular arrangement in the latent dimension (see Methods). InGene was compared with popular unsupervised and supervised methods that rank orders genes for single-cell transcriptomic data - CV² (11), Fano Factor (12), Gini Coefficient or Gini Index (13), PCA (4), MAST (15), scGeneFit (16). The same is evident when we compare the reconstructed tSNE/UMAP using only the top-ranked InGene genes (max 500) along with the one that was constructed using all the genes. The observation was consistent for all the datasets we applied InGene on (Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure S1...Figure S10).

2.2. InGene reveals relevant genes

InGene was evaluated on four datasets comprising various diseases, cell types, tissues, and sizes (see Methods). We accounted for some significant challenges faced in real-world data and evaluated the generalizability of the algorithm. In this work, the tested datasets span diverse applications - including but not limited to immunotherapy (17; 18), spatial transcriptomics (19), cell type profiling (20), cell differentiation (10), detecting rare populations (1). For each dataset, we demonstrate how top InGene genes selected via structure-preserving sampling reveal relevant genes according to the cell type, disease association, and tissue of origin.
After applying the structure-preserving sampling followed by the binary classification pipeline (see Methods), we use the top 500 ranked InGene genes for further analysis. To maintain parity with the other feature ranking methods used for comparison purposes, we also utilize the top 500 ranked genes from those methods.

We evaluated the 500 leading genes ranked by InGene, CV², Fano Factor, Gini Index, PCA, MAST, and scGeneFit for the single-cell melanoma dataset. We found that the disease-gene association for InGene genes was most accurate compared to the other techniques (Figure 5). The disease-gene association was captured from DisGeNET database (21) using EnrichR (22). InGene captures key genes associated with melanoma such as - ASAH1, GNG10, HSPG2, TMSB10, XAGE1A, DSG2, etc.

- **ASAH1** is necessary for melanoma tumour growth and metastasis (23; 24) It was recently established in a study (23) that ASAH1 is overexpressed in melanoma and acts as a metabolic driver. Phenotypic plasticity, the ability of cells to change their characteristics, is an essential factor in developing drug resistance and metastasis in melanoma. The plasticity involves the regulation of different transcriptional programs, including MITF, and allows melanoma cells to switch between proliferative and invasive states. The protein ASAH1, which controls the metabolism of sphingolipids, was found to play a role in this switch in melanoma cells (23). Experiments showed that the ASAH1 could be used as a target for melanoma therapy, as it increases the effectiveness of BRAF inhibitors (23).

- **GNG10** present in the family of G-proteins, is mutated in melanoma (25). According to a study published in 2010, GNG10 was found to have a high rate of non-synonymous mutations (changes to the DNA sequence that alter the amino acid sequence of the protein) in melanoma tumors. Moreover, these mutations were associated with the progression of the disease (25). The finding suggests that GNG10 may be involved in the development and progression of melanoma and that these mutations may be useful as markers for predicting the severity of the disease.

- **HSPG2** is frequently mutated in melanoma and is over-expressed (26). Immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICIs) therapy improves the survival outcome of advanced melanoma patients. (27) showed an association between melanoma patients with HSPG2 mutations had an improved ICI outcome. The authors found melanoma patients with mutations in the HSPG2 gene had better outcomes when treated with immunotherapy (ICI) compared to other patients. They also found that these patients had higher levels of immune cells that respond to cancer (response immunocytes), lower levels of immune cells that suppress the immune response (suppression immunocytes), more mutations in their cancer cells, and increased activity in pathways related to the immune system's response to infection (interferon response-relevant signaling pathways). Based on these findings, the authors concluded that HSPG2 mutations may be a predictor of a good response to immunotherapy and may be used to guide treatment decisions for melanoma patients.

- **TMSB10** is a well-established gene signature for predicting survival of metastatic melanoma patients (28; 29). The authors of a study (30) found that the protein TMSB10 was associated with the ability of melanoma cells to spread to other parts of the body (metastasis) in animal models and in fresh samples of human melanoma tissue. They also found that TMSB10 was not consistently related to the spread of cancer or the severity of disease in other types of cancer. Based on these findings, the authors concluded that TMSB10 might be a helpful marker for predicting the severity of cutaneous melanoma.

- **DSG2** promotes vasculogenic mimicry (VM) in melanoma (31). Overexpression of DSG2 is associated with poor clinical outcomes in melanoma patients (32; 31). The study (31) establishes that DSG2 is expressed in primary and metastatic melanoma tissue but not in normal melanocytes. DSG2 plays a critical role in regulating the angiogenic activity of Endothelial Cells (ECs) and circulating endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs). The authors (31) have shown that DSG2 plays a similar cell-intrinsic role in melanoma by regulating VM and thus may prove to be a new treatment approach for melanoma.

### 2.3. InGene captures spatially differential genes

The spatial organization and heterogeneity of gene expression within a tissue have significant biological effects on the properties of the tissue. Regular transcriptome analyses using bulk or single-cell sequencing do not capture high-resolution spatial heterogeneity. Using these techniques, the rich spatial information about gene expression is lost. Recent developments in spatial transcriptomics capture spatial information by using DNA barcodes to distinguish different spots in the tissue. Detecting spatially differentially expressed genes can help reveal new marker genes, pathways, and molecular mechanisms and could also prove to be therapeutic targets. We used the spatial expression profile of the publicly available spatial gene expression for Human Breast Cancer (Block A Section 1) from the 10X genomics support website (19). Notably, InGene has the highest overlap with differentially expressed genes from SpatialDE (33), a well-known method specially designed to reveal differentially expressed genes in spatial transcriptomics data (Figure S12[E]). InGene successfully captured relevant differentially expressed genes in an unsupervised manner without any input of spatial information. Some relevant differential genes captured by InGene are - MYC, EIF4A2, HSPG2, JPT1, NSMCE2.

- **MYC** is a protein that plays a role in controlling the growth and division of cells. When MYC is not regulated correctly, it can contribute to the development of various types of cancer, including breast cancer. MYC has been found to be active in the progression of breast cancer, and when combined with the loss of another protein called BRCA1, it can lead to the development of a specific type of breast cancer called basal-like breast cancer. MYC may also contribute
to resistance to treatment for cancer, as it is influenced by the estrogen receptor and epidermal growth factor receptor pathways (34; 35).

- EIF4A2 plays a role in mRNA translation and has been implicated in cancer development and progression of breast cancer (36). According to a study by Liu et al., eIF4A2 mRNA levels were significantly higher in breast cancer tissues resistant to paclitaxel treatment compared to those that were sensitive to paclitaxel (37). Additionally, experiments have shown that reducing the amount of eIF4A2 protein in triple-negative breast cancer cells led to a decrease in cell proliferation and an increase in cell death (apoptosis) (37). These findings suggest that eIF4A2 may be a potential target for breast cancer treatment, particularly for triple-negative breast cancer.

- HSPG2, also known as perlecan, is a protein involved in the extracellular matrix and overexpressed in some types of cancer, including breast cancer (38; 39). Several studies have demonstrated that HSPG2 overexpression was associated with invasion, metastasis, and an inferior survival outcome in triple-negative breast cancer (40). Studies (41; 42) have also reported HSPG2 as a novel target for breast cancer.

- JPT1, also known as HN1 was found to be upregulated in breast cancer tissues (43). The authors of the study concluded that HN1 may contribute to the progression of breast cancer by increasing the expression of the protein MYC and that it may be a potential target for the treatment of breast cancer. Another study published in 2018 found that the HN1-like gene (HN1L) is frequently altered in breast cancer, particularly in triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC), and is associated with a poorer prognosis for patients (44). This study found that reducing the amount of HN1L protein in breast cancer cells led to a decrease in the population of breast cancer stem cells, made chemotherapy more effective, and slowed the progression of TNBC in animal models. Additionally, the researchers found that certain gene patterns were linked to shorter disease-free survival for TNBC patients. These findings suggest that HN1L may be a potential target for the treatment of TNBC.

- NSMCE2 was identified as a novel super-enhancer-associated gene—NSMCE2 in a recent study (45). The authors found that high levels of NSMCE2 are associated with a poor prognosis for breast cancer patients. They also found that disrupting certain regulatory regions called super-enhancers can increase the production of NSMCE2 and that high levels of NSMCE2 are linked to a poor response to chemotherapy, particularly in patients with aggressive triple-negative and HER2-positive breast cancer. Furthermore, decreasing the amount of NSMCE2 in breast cancer cells made them more sensitive to chemotherapy treatment.

### 2.4. InGene as an alternative unsupervised method to obtain differential genes

The above results show that InGene efficiently reveals relevant genes by learning the factors that dominate the latent representation of the dataset. Therefore, InGene can be used as an alternative to popular unsupervised methods to obtain differentially expressed genes (DEGs), such as t-test, wilcoxon test. It should be noted that the popular methods for DEG selection for single-cell RNA-seq data are supervised in nature (MAST (15), scGeneFit (16)). Notably, existing DE gene selection methods have been restricted to two-group comparisons. This is a hindrance, especially when it comes to single-cell data, which often has multiple groups in the dataset. Comparing only two groups at a time leads to post-processing overhead. It also does not allow the user to look at the comprehensive overall result because taking a union of all DE genes from each two-group comparison is not an effective solution to this end. InGene overcomes the shortcoming by ranking DE genes representative of each group present in the dataset. We achieve so by converting the multi-class classification problem to a binary classification problem (see Methods). Thus, the user does not need to perform additional steps for a multi-group comparison when using InGene. We also demonstrate in our experiments that the top 500 InGene genes lead to a higher classification accuracy (adjusted rand index (ARI)). InGene works efficiently on both small and large datasets. We observed that InGene genes efficiently describe the associated cell types for both PBMC68K (68000 cells) and human brain data (466 cells) (20; 10).

### 3. Methods

#### 3.1. Datasets

To evaluate InGene, we applied the method to four publicly available single-cell datasets spanning different sizes, cell types, and diseases. The following section provides a brief description.

We used single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) of Melanoma patient tumours (17) comprising 4,645 single cells, profiling malignant, immune, stromal and endothelial cells. Post filtering, 11217 genes and 4513 were retained. We also tested if InGene is capable of capturing spatially differential genes. To this regard, spatial gene expression of breast cancer specimens profiled via STseq using the Visium platform of 10x Genomics (Pleasanton, CA, USA) (19) consisting of 3813 spots, comprising basal, stroma, macrophage, luminal, mesenchymal, endothelial. B-Cell and T-cells were used. Post filtering 3209 genes and all the spots were retained.

We used two additional datasets to determine the scalability of InGene. The first is scRNA-seq data consisting of approximately 68000 fresh peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) collected from a healthy donor (20). Single-cell expression profiles of 11 purified sub-populations of PBMCs are used as a reference for cell type annotation. Next, we wanted to determine if the algorithm is effective on datasets with a few cells. Darmanis et al. used single-cell RNA sequencing on 466 cells to capture human brain transcriptome diversity at the single-cell level (10). We filtered the three
most prevalent cell types, namely neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes, for the assessment. We were left with 227 cells and 14692 genes post-filtering.

3.2. Preprocessing of scRNA-seq data

Given a raw count data matrix, poorly expressed genes were first filtered out. Cells with a low number of detected genes were also ignored. A cell needs to have at least 200 genes expressed to be retained. Similarly, genes that were not expressed in more than one percent of the cells were filtered out. The thresholds may be modified depending on the size and dimension of the dataset. Seurat was used for data normalization and scaling. Of note, we did not limit scaling the data with respect to only the top variable genes (the default is top 2000 CV² genes in Seurat). Instead, we chose to retain all the genes post-filtering.

3.3. Gaussian mixture modeling of single cells and structure preserving sampling

Once the count matrix is filtered, normalized and scaled, we utilize the Seurat pipeline to cluster the dataset using the Leiden algorithm (46). The clustered data is then projected on the latent dimensions (tSNE/UMAP). Once we obtain the two-dimensional map, we hypothesize that each single cell x is populated from a mixture of k bivariate Gaussians,

\[ f(x \mid \lambda) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \tau_i N(x \mid \mu_i, \Sigma_i) \]

where \( \tau_i, i = 1, \ldots, k \), are mixture weights that add up to 1, \( N(x \mid \mu_i, \Sigma_i) \), \( i = 1, \ldots, k \), are the components of bivariate Gaussian densities, each of which is characterized by a mean vector \( \mu_i \) and covariance matrix \( \Sigma_i \).

These parameters are collectively represented by \( \lambda \), where \( \lambda = \{ \tau, \mu, \Sigma \} \). The value of \( k \) is equivalent to the number of clusters determined by the Leiden algorithm. The values of \( \mu_i \) and \( \Sigma_i \) are calculated in a supervised manner for each cluster \( i \) using the MclustDA function from the mcclus package. Thus, with a given \( \mu_i \) and \( \Sigma_i \) for a cluster \( i \), we assign each cell of the cluster \( i \) a probability of likelihood of belonging to it. We then subsample cells from each cluster by leveraging the likelihood values. If a cluster \( i \) contains \( n \) cells, we choose \( \min(p, n) \) cells with the highest likelihood as well as \( \min(p, n) \) cells with the lowest likelihood of belonging to cluster \( i \), where the value of \( p \) typically ranges between 10 to 20. In parallel, we perform Support Vector Machine (SVM) (47) classification using the one-against-all (one-vs-rest) strategy. Given \( k \) clusters, \( k \) binary classifiers are generated. Each classifier is responsible for distinguishing a cluster \( i \) from the remaining clusters. Let us consider that cells belonging to the current cluster \( i \) are given the label +1, and cells belonging to all the clusters are given the label -1. SVM looks for a hyperplane (Equation 2), which separates the data from classes \( y_i \) (+1 and -1 ) with a maximal margin.

\[ w \cdot x + b = 0 \]

where \( w \) is the normal vector to the hyperplane and \( b \) is an offset. The margin maximization solves a convex quadratic optimization problem, in which the resulting decision boundary or hyperplane is given by Equation 3:

\[ f(x) = \sum_{x_i \in SV} y_i \alpha_i x_i \cdot x + b \]

where the constants \( \alpha_i \) are called Lagrange multipliers and are determined in the optimization process. Here SV corresponds to the set of support vectors, samples for which the associated Lagrange multipliers are larger than zero. These samples are those closest to the optimal hyperplane and the ones we choose to focus on. We select \( \min(p/2, s) \) SVs from cluster \( i \) with the highest likelihood, where \( s \) is the total number of support vectors belonging to cluster \( i \). In this manner, we select a few representative cells for each cluster.

Such a selection approach enables us to implement a structure-preserving subsampling. The method also allows for the efficient integration of cells across all clusters. The idea is that the cells that are the support vectors will represent the boundary or marginal cells, and the cells with the highest likelihood shall represent centrally located cells. Thus, features learnt from these cells together should be representative of the whole cluster. Since we are performing subsampling with only a few cells per cluster (approximately 20 to 30), the method is size agnostic and can scale well. Once we have all the selected cells, we construct a binary classification problem to score each gene.

3.4. Construction of a supervised binary classification problem

A new strategy was used to identify the key genes from a low-dimensional projection of scRNA-seq data. Instead of contrasting each group of cells to the rest, we modelled the differences between pairs of nearby cells to pairs of cells that were far off, regardless of their clusters of origin. A supervised bi-class classification problem was constructed for the same.

From each cluster, \( i \), we utilize the subsampled cells from it. Input space for the classification problem consisted of a total of \( 2M \) data points, where each data point \( d_i \in \mathbb{R}^{|G|} \) was created from a pair of cells \((m, n)\). \( G \) here denotes the set...
of all expressed genes. Values of $d_i$ are determined as follows.

$$d_i = \frac{|e_g^m - e_g^n|}{|e_g^m + e_g^n|} : g = 1, \ldots, G$$

where $e_g^m$ and $e_g^n$ are expression of a gene $g \in G$ in cells $m$ and $n$ respectively. Each data point $d_i$ was assigned a label $y_i \in \{N, F\}$, following a simple scheme. If both cells in a pair associated with a certain data point $d_i$ shared the same cluster identity, $y_i$ was set $N$, whereas $F$ otherwise. We constructed $M$ data points of each type to balance the data.

The above-described transformation is a unique way to link high dimensional space spanned by several thousands of genes to a corresponding latent space. We hypothesized that genes that best explain the proximity among pairs of cells in a latent space are the ones that influence the process of dimension reduction the most.

3.5. Gene selection using Random Forest

For classification, we chose the RandomForests (RF) algorithm (Breiman, 2001) for the following reasons: 1. RF provides a Gini importance score for each variable (a gene in this case) by observing its contribution to constructing several decision trees on bootstrap training sets. Any parametric assumptions do not substantiate it. 3. RF is a non-linear classifier. 4. The transformation depicted by Equation 4 results in folded distributions which may turn out to be incompatible with regression-based methods. For example, suppose the log-transformed expression of a gene follows a normal distribution. In that case, the absolute difference in its expression between a pair of cells will follow a folded normal distribution. Regression-based methods, in this scenario, are not guaranteed to produce stable results. To build the RF models, we employed a fast and memory-efficient implementation of the algorithm, distributed through an R package called ranger (Wright, 2015). Out Of Bag Error (OOBE) reported by ranger was considered as a measure of the goodness of a model. In our cases, OOBE varied between 2-5%. Finally, all expressed genes were prioritized based on the Gini importance scores. Important to note that RF models were never used for class prediction. Our main objective was to obtain the importance scores for a supplied set of genes, which was attained with the completion of the training phase.

3.6. Evaluation of genes

Suppose top genes suggested by InGene are principal determinants of the low-dimensional map of single-cell transcriptomes. In that case, we hypothesize that relative Euclidean distances between data points spanned by these genes would be preserved in the low-dimensional space. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between Euclidean distances was computed across cell pairs. Given a set of influential candidate genes, this simple measure comprehends their ability to reconstruct the distances observed in a latent space. For ease of interpretation, we termed this measure Reconstruction Accuracy or RA. We compared four additional unsupervised gene ranking methods (namely - CV², PCA, Fano Factor, Gini Index) and two supervised (MAST and scGeneFit (15; 16)) gene ranking methods with InGene in this regard. We extract the top 1000 genes as per the rankings determined by each of these methods and compare their RA against the top 1000 InGene genes. RA scores were also computed on randomly sampled gene sets of length varying from 10 to 1000 over 20 iterations. This gives us a measurement of how the methods perform against random selection.

3.7. Assessing the relevance of selected genes

We selected 500 leading genes from each of the following methods: CV², Fano Factor, Gini Index, PCA, MAST, scGeneFit, and InGene. To evaluate the biological significance of these gene sets, we utilized techniques such as disease gene association, cell-type identification, and survival analysis. To identify the disease gene association and cell types, we utilized the EnrichR web server. EnrichR is a widely used tool that allows users to input a list of genes and then extracts information from various well-known databases to provide insights on the collective functions of the gene lists. For survival analysis, we employed another reputable web server, GEPIA 2. GEPIA 2 can perform survival analysis on multiple genes using both tumor and normal samples from the TCGA and GTEx databases. To examine if the 500 top-ranked genes from the GSE72056 (single-cell melanoma dataset) are indicative of survival analysis, we selected the SKCM database in GEPIA 2. We used the gene-set from each of the unsupervised methods CV², Fano Factor, Gini Index, PCA, and InGene in GEPIA 2. The output from GEPIA 2 includes Kaplan Meier (KM) survival curves for each set of input sets. Also, it provides the combined significance ($p$ value) of the gene sets in the survival of cancer patients for the chosen cancer type. For both EnrichR and GEPIA 2, we used the official gene symbols as input. Any gene symbols that did not align with the pre-existing symbols in the internal databases of EnrichR and GEPIA 2 were eliminated from the analysis. Figure 4 shows that InGene are predictive of survival for melanoma patients. Noteworthy, we also assessed the speed and scalability of InGene. As the number of cells increase, the time taken by InGene increases linearly as the number of cells increase (Figure S11).

4. Conclusion

InGene, in principle, can be applied to any linear or nonlinear dimension reduction method to extract relevant genes. InGene can also be used as an alternative to differential expression analysis since:

- The associated gene ranking method is free of any parametric assumption, which makes InGene assay-independent.
• *InGene* does not require each group of cells to be compared against the rest. Instead, it poses the whole problem of cell type-specific gene finding as a single bi-class classification problem.
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Figures

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of workflow. (A) The gene expression data is clustered (using Seurat pipeline). The results are projected onto a 2D latent representation using tSNE/UMAP. (B) Cells are selected from each cluster using the latent representation. The subsampling is done using one-vs-rest SVM, combined with likelihood values from GMM. (C) Subsampled cells are combined pairwise to construct the feature matrix to be used for feature ranking. Each pair of cell is a new entry, and labeled as '1' if both the cells belong to same cluster or '0' otherwise. (D) The feature matrix is passed to Random Forest classifier, which also ranks the features (genes).
Fig. 2: Explaining UMAP for single-cell melanoma dataset with InGene. (A) UMAP constructed with all the genes post-filtering. (B) UMAP constructed with top 500 CV2 genes. (C) UMAP constructed with top 500 Fano Factor genes. (D) UMAP constructed with top 500 Gini Index genes. (E) UMAP constructed with top 500 PCA genes. (F) UMAP constructed with top 500 MAST genes. (G) UMAP constructed with top 500 scGeneFit genes (H) UMAP constructed with top 500 InGene Factor genes. (I) ARI scores for the different methods. The gene set from each methods is used to cluster the dataset, using Leiden algorithm. The cluster labels obtained are then compared with the true labels to obtain the ARI values.
Fig. 3: Explaining tSNE for single-cell melanoma dataset with InGene. (A) tSNE constructed with all the genes post-filtering. (B) tSNE constructed with top 500 CV2 genes. (C) tSNE constructed with top 500 Fano Factor genes. (D) tSNE constructed with top 500 Gini Index genes. (E) tSNE constructed with top 500 PCA genes. (F) tSNE constructed with top 500 MAST genes. (G) tSNE constructed with top 500 scGeneFit genes (H) tSNE constructed with top 500 InGene Factor genes. (I) ARI scores for the different methods. The gene set from each methods is used to cluster the dataset, using Leiden algorithm. The cluster labels obtained are then compared with the true labels to obtain the ARI values.
Fig. 4: Kaplan-Meier (KM) plots for TCGA-SKCM dataset with top 500 genes obtained from each method. (A) Survival analysis (KM) on TCGA-SKCM dataset with top 500 CV2 genes obtained from melanoma dataset (GSE72056) p-value is 0.58. (B) Survival analysis (KM) on TCGA-SKCM dataset with top 500 Fano-Factor genes obtained from melanoma dataset (GSE72056) p-value is 0.08. (C) Survival analysis (KM) on TCGA-SKCM dataset with top 500 Gini genes obtained from melanoma dataset (GSE72056) p-value is 0.61. (D) Survival analysis (KM) on TCGA-SKCM dataset with top 500 PCA genes obtained from melanoma dataset (GSE72056) p-value is 0.84. (E) Survival analysis (KM) on TCGA-SKCM dataset with top 500 InGene genes obtained using 2D UMAP embeddings of melanoma dataset (GSE72056) p-value is 0.02. (F) Survival analysis (KM) on TCGA-SKCM dataset with top 500 InGene genes obtained using 2D tSNE embeddings of melanoma dataset (GSE72056) p-value is 0.017.
Fig. 5: Disease-Gene association for top 500 genes from each method for GSE72056. InGene genes obtained from 2D UMAP and tSNE embeddings correctly rank Melanoma as the associated disease, with the highest significance. Other methods - both supervised and unsupervised fail to capture the disease-gene association for the dataset.